
Lesson Plan: October 26-30 

LEARNING EXPERIENCE:  Independence: A Tale of 2 Men Named Thomas (3 days) 

Analyze the issues and events lead influenced the Colonies to declare independence. 

 

Part 1: Thomas Paine and Common Sense (1 day) 

 

Show the clip from Liberty Kids on the Declaring Independence Smore, which highlights Thomas Paine 

and Common Sense.  

Points to discuss: 

Does Sara side more with the patriots or the loyalists? 

How does Thomas Paine feel about the King? 

Why were colonists interested in reading Paine’s pamphlet, Common Sense? 

Who support the ideas in Common Sense? Who were against the ideas in Common Sense? 

Why would George Washington read the pamphlet to his troops? 

 

1. Read the background information about Thomas Paine and Common Sense in the text pg. 118. 

2. Read the Common Sense excerpts handout in groups. (Have students develop answers to the 

questions at the end of the worksheet for class discussion.)  As a class, discuss Thomas Paine's message 

to the colonies, and its impact on the colonies. Hold students accountable to the text when sharing their 

interpretations. 

How did Paine feel about the export of American products such as corn? (He felt that America should be 

able to sell their exports anywhere in the world and without interference from Great Britain.)  

What is meant by "every quite method for peace hath been ineffectual and "nothing but blows will do?" 

(All peaceful attempts at to solve the problems with England were not successful, and nothing but war 

will solve the problem.)  

Why does Paine feel that Great Britain cannot govern the colonies in the future? (He states that it will be 

difficult for Great Britain to govern the colonies due to the distance between the two. Many government 

decisions can't wait 5 or 6 months to be handled. )   

What does Paine mean when he says that Great Britain is a "power, who is so very ignorant of us?" 

(Great Britain does not understand colonial society.) 

 



In your opinion, how did Common Sense impact the thinking of colonists? (Many colonists realized that 

it was "common sense" for the colonies to govern themselves. The colonists did not owe anything to 

Britain. Financially, the King has been using the colonies for his own benefit. It also strengthened the 

belief of American independence, and the writing of the Declaration of Independence. The document 

also convinced some loyalists and neutralists to join the patriots in the cause for independence.) 

How would a Patriot, a Loyalist and a Neutralist feel about Common Sense? (Patriot: would support 

Paine's message and continue fighting for independence; Loyalist: would defend King George and the 

need for his taxes and laws; Neutralist: would remain neutral or unbiased in the fight for independence.) 

 

Writing reflection:  In your opinion, was Paine right or wrong to encourage the Colonies to declare 

independence from Great Britain? Use evidence to explain your answer. 

 

Part 2 – Thomas Jefferson and the Declaration of Independence (2 days) 

 

To start students in their investigation of the Declaration of Independence, we want to create a sense of 

drama to bring this incredible document alive. Begin the class with the premise of reading a break-up 

note that you found in your classroom the previous day. You want students to believe that this is a 

“real” break-up note. Consider handwriting the note’s content on to a piece of notebook paper that has 

been folded several times. Read the content of the note to the class. Finally reveal that the author of the 

note is the 13 Colonies.  

 

1.  View the painting, Pulling Down the Statue of King George by William Walcott on the Declaring 

Independence Smore.  Have students speculate about the actions in the painting.  What is happening?  

What could have caused this to happen?  Why is this happening?   

 

2. View the video “Too Late to Apologize” on the Declaring Independence Smore.  

Points to discuss: 

Who is the leader singer? 

What does the phrase “too late to apologize” mean? 

Why is it “too late to apologize?” 

Why is 1776 seen on the drums? 

Share and discuss student responses to the lyrics handout. 

 



2. Read text pg. 119. Important facts to discuss include the role of Thomas Jefferson as the author of the 

Declaration of Independence, and the signing of the document on July 4, 1776 (these are STAAR tested 

TEKS). 

 

Emphasize and define key vocabulary such as preamble (an introduction), natural rights/unalienable 

rights (rights from birth), and grievances (complaints against the king).  

 

3. As a class, analyze the preamble and the three main parts (the idea of natural rights, the grievances 

against the King and the announcement of independence) using a student annotated version - this 

version allows students to create their own annotations. Provide students with highlighters for this 

document analysis. Display the Declaration of Independence using the Elmo to model how to use the 

annotation process to analyze the document. 

 

Discuss the wording of the Preamble. What does it mean to dissolve political bands (breaking away from 

governments)? 

Define the term unalienable rights (basic rights that cannot be taken away). 

Have students brainstorm modern examples of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 

Review several of the grievances as a class. It is suggested to highlight grievances that students can 

make connections to from their prior learning of the Colonial period. 

Examine the wording of the last paragraph. What is meant by "absolved from all allegiance to the British 

Crown?" How many future presidents signed the Declaration of Independence? 

 

The Declaration of Independence was the colonies’ “break-up” letter to King George. As King George, 

develop a written response (letter, proclamation, etc.) to the colonists that highlights your opinion 

about the charges outlined in the Declaration of Independence.  

 

Things to address in the written responses: 

What was true, and what was not true in the Declaration?  

Is the King a tyrant, or the leader of a nation?  

Do citizens have the right to challenge the difficult decisions of the leader?  

Can the Colonies really separate from Great Britain?  

What steps will the King’s take next regarding the colonial rebellion? 



In addition, the King's written response MUST address 3 of the grievances outlined in the Declaration of 

Independence. 

 

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Treaty of Paris, 1783 (2 days) 

Evaluate the effects of the Treaty of Paris, 1783. 

 

Share Benjamin West's Treaty of Paris painting on the Declaring Independence Smore.  

 

Points to discuss: 

1. Who is in the painting (John Jay, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Henry Laurens, and William Temple 

Franklin - the American delegation)?    

2. Who is missing from the painting? (The British delegation)  

3. Why are they not in the painting? (They refused to sit for the artist).  

 

Have students speculate as to why the British delegation refused to sit for the painting. (They were too 

proud to have their faces on the painting of what amounted to a defeat.) 

 

With a partner, students will analyze the content of Treaty of Paris, 1783. Read and take notes about the 

Treaty of Paris, 1783 using the primary source handout. Please note that the handout is divided into two 

columns. On the left, is the document in its original form and on the right is the document paraphrased 

in Modern English. Read the left column first and use the right column to check for understanding! 

 

Model the process of analyzing a document to complete the document questions. Share and discuss 

student responses. 

 

(If Time) 

Students will create a Twitter summary about the Treaty of Paris, 1783. 

 

Student directions - Imagine you are a member of the American delegation attending the Peace 

Conference in Paris, after the Revolutionary War. As you are participating in the negotiations, you want 

to spread the word about the Treaty to the World using Twitter! 

 



With your partner, create your Twitter entries (see handout).  

1.  Twitter entries are limited to keep them succinct (brief and clear). 

2.  Entries are cut off at 140 characters so use this as a summarizing technique to only describe the most 

important information! 

 

Use this checklist to check for assignment requirements:   

-    Efficient article summary “tweets” 

-    Picture of your representative 

-    Name of your representative 

-    Mini-Bio (just a few sentences with their background) 

-     Overall Summary of the Treaty of Paris (why is it important?) 

 

**2nd 6 Weeks Test (Friday, October 30)** 

 


